HIKE ON THE BIOKOVO MOUNTAIN

First Day - Villages at the foot of Mt Biokovo

Transfer from hotel to the village of Bast – approx. 15min.
Continue walking over Smokvina river spring and further below the very steep cliffs of the central massif of Biokovo, through Mletin Bor, Bašković village to village Veliko Brdo and Makar. From village Makar transfer to Makarska - 10 min. All the way we have beautiful views of the entire western part of Makarska Riviera, all the coastal towns of Split and the central islands. The trail is mostly forested roads and partly good walking trails. The picnic is in the shade with beautiful views.

Length of the trail is approx. 11 km
Altitude: 360 m ascent, descent 380 m
Walking time: 4 h
Difficulty: easy terrain

Second day - Following the footsteps of Brejan laborers

Transfer to Upper Brela - approx. 20 min.
Continue walking trail to the picturesque historic sites of St. Nicholas. Next to the area from Nevestina Stina from where we’ll have a beautiful view of picturesque villages and beautiful sandy breaches below Biokovo villages. Continue to the village Topica which has retained its original appearance of an old Dalmatian village. From Topica we will transfer you to Makarska - 10 min. The trail is mostly good hiking trails and a small part of the forest gravel roads. Picnic is in the shade.

Length of the trail is approx. 9 km
Altitude: 300 m ascent, descent 300 m
Walking time: 4 h
Difficulty: light to moderately heavy terrain.

Third Day - Canyon of Cetina River

Transfer to Kostanje village. cca 45min.
Walking through the village by passing vine and olive yards and picturesque canyon by the river. Track is then easily climbing through few villages and at the end narrow track back down to the river where boat will be waiting for the group and take them through the impressive 400m deep canyon, all the way to Omis. After a short walk through the Omis we will transfer you back to Makarska. The trail is mostly gravel road, a short part is asphalted, and some of the "well-beaten" mountain trail.

Length of the trail is approx. 10 km
Altitude: 200 m versus clearance, descent 270 m
Walking time: 4 h
Difficulty: mostly easy terrain

Fourth day - Biokovo - Throne of the Adriatic

From Makarska we ride through extremely picturesque, narrow, winding mountain road approximately for 1h to Biokovo highest peak St. Jure (1762 m) from which the most amazing view of the whole Zabiokovlj Sinj to Vrgorac Central mountains around Sarajevo (capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina) as well as a huge number of smaller and higher peaks to Durmitor in Montenegro. After a pleasure in the views from the top St. Jure continue on foot centered Biokovo Vosac to the top, where we splashed with beautiful views of the whole of Dalmatia. After the program we will rest and have lunch in a mountain hut. The trail is well beaten hiking trail on the rocky ground, partly through the beech forest.

Length of the trail is approx. 8 km
Altitude: 170 m ascent, descent 350 m
Walking time: 4 h
Difficulty: medium heavy terrain